Homebound Patron Survey

Name:

___________________________________________________

Please check all genres that interest you:

FICTION
Best Sellers _____ Mystery (cozy/mild) _____ Mystery (thrillers/police) _____
Historical Fiction ______ Science Fiction/ Fantasy ______
Romance (mild) ______ Romance (wild) ______ Classics ______
Animal Stories _______ Christian Inspirational _______ Amish ______
Westerns _______ Humor ___ Horror/Occult _______ Short Stories ___

NON_FICTION
Biography ______ History (era and places) _____ Music _____ Poetry _____
Psychology/Self Help _______ Religion ________ Travel _____
True Crime _____ Arts, Crafts, Hobbies _______ Sports _____
Cooking ________ Fitness/Exercise _____ Gardening _____
Health/Medicine _______ Nature and Animals _______ Science _______

FORMATS (check all that apply)
___Large Print preferred
___Paperback preferred
___Audiobooks (circle): CD or Playaway
___DVD (circle): TV Series or Non-Fiction

READING HISTORY
Please list at least 3 of your favorite books and/or authors and what you enjoy about them.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Please list up to 3 books or authors you have read and not enjoyed.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
PLEASE CHECK YOUR PREFERENCES (with a Y)  
AND YOUR PET PEEVES (with an N):

Happy/Light/Uplifting _____ Dark/Ironic_______ Funny _____ Serious______  
Safe/Relaxing_______ Suspenseful/Tense______  
One Plot Line_______ Multiple Plot Lines_______  
Resolved Ending_______ Leaves You Thinking______  
Just a few characters_____ Many characters_____ Quirky Characters______  
Clever Dialogue/Wordplay______ Humorous Situations/Events_______  
Sexual Themes_____ Explicit Sexual Content______  
Rough/Obscene Language_______ War____ Violence______  
Death_____ Disease_______ Religion_______ Addiction____  
Crime Portrayed Sympathetically_______ Dark or Cynical Humor______

SETTING:  
Indicate any setting about which you would particularly like to read (country,  
state, time period)

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

OTHER (Please provide us with any additional preferences):

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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